Data Protection Policy
'INPUT MATERIAL' means any data or information provided by you and put on Our
Site relating to the Service;
'OUR SITE' the Discover Rutland website within which you are viewing these terms
and conditions;
'PRIVACY POLICY' means our privacy policy set out in Our Site which may be
viewed in the terms and conditions section of the website.
'SERVICE' means the service to be provided by us for allowing you to:
Inputting Data on Our Site
In order to use the Services you shall at your own expense either provide us with or
alternatively input on Our Site, in accordance with our instructions, true, accurate,
current and complete information about yourself (including any credit or debit card
information) ('the Personal Information')
If you provide any information that is untrue, inaccurate, not current or incomplete, or
incorrect, or illegible, or out of sequence or in the wrong form we have reasonable
grounds to suspect that such information is untrue, inaccurate, not current or
incomplete or incorrect, or illegible, or out of sequence or in the wrong form we have
the right to suspend or terminate your use of the Service.
Neither we nor any of the Tourism Businesses shall have any liability to you for any
loss, damage, costs, expenses or other claims for compensation whatsoever
incurred by you arising from any Personal Information or instructions or data
whatsoever supplied by you which is untrue, inaccurate, not current, incomplete,
incorrect, illegible, out of sequence or in the wrong form, or arising from their late
arrival or non arrival, or any other fault of you.
You warrant that any material whatsoever you supply us and/or put onto our Site will
not infringe the copyright or other rights of any third party, and you shall indemnify us
against any loss, damages, costs, expenses or other claims arising from any such
infringement.
You agree to indemnify and hold us and our subsidiaries, affiliates, employees,
officers, agents or partners harmless from and against any direct or indirect loss or
damage (including, but not limited to, consequential loss and loss of profits, goodwill
or business opportunities) claims proceedings costs and expenses whatsoever
arising from any third party claim in relation to any content you input, upload, post or
e-mail on or through our Site or your use of our Site.
Privacy Policy
“Browser” used to locate and display web pages via a software application.

“Cookie” a message given to a web browser by a web server. This website may
store a cookie on your computer for operational purposes. This cookie does not
contain personal information or any information which identifies you as an individual.
“IP” (Internet Protocol) all networks connected to the Internet speak IP, the technical
standard that allows data to be transmitted between two devices. TCP/IP
(Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol) is responsible for making sure
messages get from one host to another and that the messages are understood.
“IP address” If you are connected to the Internet you have one, for example it may
look something like this 198.184.98.9
“Web Server” delivers web pages to your computer.
Details provided by you, and certain other information about you is subject to our
Privacy Policy. By using Our Site you agree to be bound by our Privacy Policy. You
must review this policy before proceeding and if you do not you will be in breach of
these User Terms.
Discover Rutland does not capture and store any personal information about
individuals who access www.discover-rutland.co.uk, except where you voluntarily
choose to provide your personal details via e-mail, by using an electronic form or by
enquiring about any of our services. In these latter cases, the personal data you
provide will be used exclusively for providing you with the information you have
requested. We will only pass your data to carefully selected third party partners on
your consent.
Discover Rutland does not use cookies for collecting user information from the site
and will not collect any information about you. However the website may store a
cookie of your computer for operational purposes, this cookie does not contain
personal information or any information which may identify you as an individual.
Discover Rutland will only monitor IP addresses of visitors to assess which pages
are most popular. These IP addresses are not linked to any personal data so all
visitors to our sites remain anonymous.
This privacy policy covers www.discover-rutland.co.uk. Links within these sites are
not covered by this policy.

